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WHO IS IN CHARGE HERE?
First off, I hope this newsletter finds all of you healthy and safe during

so many unknowns in our current environment. They need you now more

this incredibly difficult situation with the COVID-19 virus. This is an

than ever and your skills will serve you well as the leader they crave.

unprecedented period of time in our history that will alter the way we
view and do things for the rest of our lives.

I trust we will all come through this as much stronger leaders than we were
prior to facing this challenge. I look forward to being able to celebrate our

We are dealing with an environment that redefines the level of control

new “normal” with all of you at the 2020 ASCA World Clinic in Orlando this

we as coaches possess and it is important to recognize this lack of control

September at a time when we will all need an opportunity to understand

while developing strategies for how we deal with it. Coaches in general are

where we go from here.

“control freaks” which makes this current situation even harder for them to
understand. Being outside our comfort zone creates a great deal of stress

Please stay safe and healthy! Please stay positive! Please stay united in our

and we need to recognize that we need coping techniques to reduce the

fight! Please be the leaders that this crazy world so desperately needs dur-

anxiety and begin to focus on the areas we do have some degree of control

ing these challenging times!

in managing. We as coaches are human and it is OK to experience human

Thank you!

emotions during this highly stressful time.
However, it is also important to realize that we need to be the leaders to our
athletes who are seeking some semblance of “normal” in these crazy times.

Steve Roush
ASCA CEO

Providing a calming influence over your teams lets them know that we
will get through this pandemic and be stronger for having dealt with
adversity never experienced by this world. It will take all the positivity you
can muster to display the qualities of a great leader as you become the
beacon of inspiration for your clubs.
One of the positive things that I have noticed during the past month is how
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Coach Mac Guy
Dryland Routines for Swimming
In this audio presentation from the 2017 World Clinic Coach

single time, there is one way and it is the right way. Coach

Mac Guy and Staff and Student Wellness Coordinator Jim

Mac Guy and Jim Davis discuss the different methods they

Davis take coaches through the process of cultivating a

use for adaptation and work load in the weight room for their

successful Dryland Program. Coach Mac Guy discusses two

different levels of athletes. Davis discusses further the

things that were missing from his team the first year as Head

safety measures that they use in the weight room, noting that

Coach at New Trier High School: a strong sense of team

each role a swimmer has is important, whether it be being a

community and mental resilience. He tells coaches to trust

safety spotter or a technique spotter, holding their teammates

in the process, as the building of this culture in his team has

accountable for doing things correctly and being able to lead

taken him over 5 years to materialize. Coach Guy notes that the

and encourage their teammates during dryland exercises. He

work in the rec room became an essential element of how the

details the method of keeping the swimmers active, to start

team built the kind of community that is being realized now. He

fast and be deliberate knowing that when you walk into a

discusses taking the opportunity to use the weight room as

workout it is a place of business and swimmers need to

not only a place where swimmers work just as hard or harder

stay focused.

than they do in the pool, but also utilizing the face-to-face
interaction that the swimmers have during their dryland time.

Davis discusses the importance of building a warm-up routine

They take that opportunity to communicate with each other

and setting this routine in motion for practice and competi-

and leverage it so that we have created an environment where

tions as well, which enables the swimmers to perform well

athletes can be successful, not just athletically, but also

under pressure at the end of the season, because they know

in school and in their lives beyond high school and after.

their routine and exactly what they are trying to do. Mac Guy

Coach Guy and Jim Davis try to make success the inevitable

discusses how the culture in the weight room, swimmers

byproduct of the work that we do in all aspects of their

cheering for each other really loud and counting for each other

training. New Trier has done that by emphasizing three key

really loud with constant support, transfers into competitions.

points: standards, deliberate practice, and community.

He notes that this culture transfers into meets by telling a story
from the state championship meet: “what was so cool about

Jim Davis notes that in the weight room standard number

it was that the interaction between our team and the people

one is that this is a safe environment. Safety is our first and

on the blocks was the character; the interaction between her

foremost priority; identifying that there is open commu-

and the team was characteristic of every single person in our

nication, but it has to be a mentally safe environment.

group. This was a group that was really excited to be at the

Physical safety comes in two components. The first is immediate,

meet. They were relaxed. They had each other’s backs and

the second is preventive or predictive. He notes that in the

they were there just to swim fast and have fun.”

weight room they emphasize doing each exercise right every

CLICK HERE
To listen to the full audio presentation of
Coach Mac Guy
Dryland Routines for Swimming
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Coach Kevin Kinel
Developing a Culture of Hard Work and
High Expectations for Your High School Team
In this presentation Coach Kevin Kinel (Chesteron High School)

keep active year-round in this process. Coach Kinel points out

details how culture is cultivated or developed on a swim team,

that structure and education are key components in getting

either from the bginning of a team, or from the changes that

the athletes involved in team culture, noting that coaches

you deem necessary to be made to your team culture. He

provide the swimmers skills they can take for the rest of their

outlines the process of creating and shaping the culture

life, not just swimming. He gives an array of ideas on how to

of a team, and emphasizes that coaches, as well as their

create the culture both in and out of the pool as well as giving

staff, need to be heavily involved in the culture of the team.

coaches specific examples of the activities that have shaped and

Kinel notes that to keep a team culture thriving, you need to

continue to enhance his team’s culture.

CLICK HERE
To listen to the full audio presentation of
Coach Kevin Kinel – Developing a Culture of Hard
Work and High Expectations for Your High School Team

Coach Eve Julian
Parent Engagement: Getting Parents to Work with You
Coach Eve Julian (Ottawa Hills High School and NISCA)

the parents on your team, and how to work with different

gives coaches an overview of how she fostered her parent

types of parents, even those who may be opposed to being

engagement, from a team which started with just 5 swimmers.

involved. Communication is a key to Coach Julian’s strategy

She notes that to be successful in parent engagement coaches

and she gives coaches a toolbox of ideas on how and when to

need to be patient, and ready to do a lot of work. From Coach

communicate with the parents and swimmers to enhance

Julian’s talk coaches will learn how to set a plan on how to

parent engagement and education.

get parents engaged, what assignments can be handled by

CLICK HERE
To listen to the full audio presentation of
Coach Eve Julian – Parent Engagement:
Getting Parents to Work with You
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Bryan Dedeaux
The Mission Viejo Dryland Program; Age Group To Senior (Video)
In this video Coach Bryan Dedeaux takes coaches from the

He discusses understanding movement patterns, progressions

bottom to top of the Mission Viejo Dryland Program. He

and regressions and discusses dryland as well as strength

outlines a purposeful approach and engagement from the

training for the different age groups on the team. He gives

staff for dryland within the team. He highlights having the

advice on when to transition with the types of workouts the

knowledge to do the dryland program safely, focusing on

athletes will be doing, as well as specific dryland exercises and

motor skills and motor patterns. Dedeaux gives advice on

techniques. Dedeaux highlights the importance of educat-

things to consider when creating a dryland program as well as

ing athletes on your dryland program, how it works into their

creating a season plan for Dryland around your swim season.

swimming and why we do certain exercises.

CLICK HERE
To watch to the full video presentation of
Bryan Dedeaux- The Mission Viejo Dryland Program;
Age Group To Senior

Charlie Hoolihan
Top to Bottom: 12 & Under, Dryland Training for Age Groupers (Video)
Looking for a Dryland Training video course which has coach-

mers look like in the water. He focuses on the 12 and Under

es doing an interactive course ? Coach Charlie Hoolihan’s Top

dryland as a way to prepare the swimmers for how your senior

to Bottom: 12 & Under, Dryland Training for Age Groupers is a

program trains with dryland. In this video course you will be

great resource for coaches of all ages as a jumping off point

able to view some of exercises Coach Hoolihan recommends

to kick-start or continue to develop your Dryland program.

and a guide of how to do those exercises correctly, as well as

Hoolihan discusses the benefits of having a dryland program

explaining how the exercises relate to the techniques used in

and how it can benefit your swim program, noting how the

the pool as well as equipment usage in dryland.

swimmers are doing the dryland translates to what the swim-

CLICK HERE
To watch to the full video presentation of
Charlie Hoolihan – Top to Bottom: 12 & Under,
Dryland Training for Age Groupers
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Monika Schloder
Dryland for Age Group (Powerpoint)
Looking for Dryland training ideas for your age group team?

transcript. This Dryland Training: Sequential Warm-up and

This 86 slide stand-alone* PowerPoint presentation shows

Cool-down principles and concepts. Progressive training

and extensive set of flexibility, balance, coordination, and

methods on dryland incorporating creative activities from

strengthening exercises specifically for age group swimmers.

artistic gymnastics, athletics, and using Physio balls to teach

Included are 13 movie clips and a 27 page MS Word document

basic swimming skills and strokes.

CLICK HERE
To watch to the powerpoint presentation of
Monika Schloder – Dryland for Age Group

Chris Plumb
Best Age Group Dryland Program
In this video course from Coach Chris Plumb (Carmel) coaches

the sport specific skills that develop later on in the dryland

learn about the Total Team Dryland concept for swim teams.

progression. Plumb outlines for coaches how to create a total

Plumb notes the importance of having the dryland program

team program as well as giving specific key exercises that their

match the needs of the youth today from the bottom to the

team uses for dryland, for specific groups and throughout

top. Coaches will learn the numerous benefits of having a dry-

the team. Coaches will be able to hear advice on how much

land program and how that transfers to benefits in the pool.

dryland Coach Plumb recommends for the different age

Coaches will hear from Plumb on the fundamentals of a dry-

groups on a team and how the progression throughout the

land program and how those basic sports skills are key to

age groups works on his team specifically

CLICK HERE
To watch to the full video presentation of
Chris Plumb – Best Age Group Dryland
Program
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SwimAmerica™ is Unveiling
A New Licensing Offer

The Most Affordable Swim School Management
System Available On The Market Today!
With Step by Step Owner Training • Unlimited Online Staff Certification
Registration Systems • Skills Progressions • Awards Systems - and more!
SwimAmerica licensing requires a one time purchase of $1,999 plus a
recurring all-inclusive monthly membership fee of $79 or $948/year.

SwimAmerica Licensing now includes:
• FREE online learn to swim training and certification for your staff
• FREE live site supervisor training and certification for your program
• Listing on our website locator (5,000+ page views per month) as a certified SwimAmerica™ program.
• Preferred pricing for ASCA World Clinic, Learn to Swim Track and certain equipment and supplies
from our partners
• Complimentary 400 Certificates and Stickers annually.

For more information about
SwimAmerica™ or to schedule
a free consultation, call
Karen King, National Director
at 800-356-2722

Visit us at
swimamerica.org

Power Eating:
THE SCIENCE OF NUTRITION

By Dr. Susan Kleiner

It’s important to understand that the motherload of nutrition information is coming out of the Diet World, this has
NOTHING to do Athletic Performance, in fact it is the opposite! Dieting is how to tear the body down and lose
weight, where Power Eating and Sport Nutrition is how to build your body up.

• Macronutrients

The general idea behind sports nutrition is simply that you must eat more
than you burn! To Train harder, recover faster, and build muscle.

thought of as their function in the body, what they do for us;

• The Focus in Sports Nutrition is NEVER about weight loss.
• The idea is to put your food to work for you, timing and
combining of foods, meals and supplements will maximize mental
and physical training and recovery to ultimately perform at
your best.
• Put your food to work for you:
• In your Body
• In your Mind

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
		
•
		
•
		
		

In the context of Sports Nutrition the thinking should always be; Am I eating enough? Not, how little am I eating? Thinking about what you NEED
to eat, not what you can eat next.

• Fluids

Carbohydrates= Fast Energy Fuels
Proteins= Recover Repair & Grow
Fats= Functional Fuel
Nutrition is as easy as 1,2,3.
Proteins and Carbs TOGETHER, a lovely marriage
Proteins are necessary for muscle growth
Proteins are the building blocks, the framework for cells,
meaning muscles.
Carbohydrates work in concert with the proteins to create the
anabolic hormonal environment in the body.
The anabolic hormonal environment is key to push muscle growth
and repair forward rapidly. Without carbohydrates in your diet,
this optimal hormonal environment is never reached.

Remember, You Become what you EAT, what you put in your mouth
becomes your body, your brain, YOU.

• Hydration is the NUMBER 1 factor in diminishing athletic
performance.
• Hydration has a profound effect on mental energy, focus, ability to
cope with stress. In all three of those areas, hydration is always
the number 1 factor.
• General guidelines: Minimum of 12 cups of fluids per day, where at
least half of that is water.
• When your body’s cells are not properly hydrated, protein synthesis
does not occur as efficiently. Which means your cells do not
reproduce or repair effectively. This has MAJOR implications in
training multiple days in a row without proper hydration. Without
proper hydration you will never optimize your training because
your body cannot respond effectively.

ASCA NEWSLETTER | MARCH 2020
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CARBOHYDRATES
• Two Types of Carbs
• High Performance
• Fruits! Carrots, tomatoes, etc. High Glycemic index foods wil
burn faster and are great sources of fuel right before and
during exercise.
• Whole
• Whole Grains which are high in Fiber are GREAT any time other
than training, fiber slows digestion, which again, is great for your
health, but it slows the body’s ability to burn that energy quickly.

In the United States The number 1 diet related disease is not coming
from too much sugar (That is a problem), not too much Fat (also a
problem), it’s a lack of WHOLE GRAINS in the diet. Here is an image of
great whole grains.

WHOLE GRAINS

Lentils

Split Peas

Mung Beans

Dried Beans

Whole Wheat Flour

Cornmeal

Rye Flour

Lima Beans

Wild Rice

Bulgar

Brown Rice

Yellow Rice

Couscous

Oats

Wheat Germ

Barley

Popcorn

Buckwheat Groats

Bran

Wheat Flakes

PROTEINS

Eggs

• Proteins are for recovery, repair and growth! Here is a list of
some recommended Proteins:
• Soy and Plant Protein: tofu, tempeh, edamame, hummus,
beans, nuts, legumes, unsweetened soy milk
• Fish (all): salmon, tuna, shellfish herring, sardines and black cod
• Eggs
• Poultry: chicken, turkey
• Lean Meats: beef, lamb, pork
• Dairy & Whey: milk, mozzarella cheese, cottage cheese, yogurt
and other dcultured milks, whey protein

Lean Meats

Variety is KEY!! The more variety in your diet the better. Too much of
ANYTHING can be bad.

Fish

Dairy and Whey

Poultry

Lactaid
Plant Proteins

ASCA NEWSLETTER | MARCH 2020
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FAT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The “Functional Fuel”
Fat has many very important jobs;
Body composition
Hormone Balance
Anti-Inflammatory
Heart Health
Our Central Nervous System and our Brains are 60% Fat by
Mass.
The fat that you consume matters!
Fish Oils, EPA, Fish Eggs, that’s what typically functions the
best.
These healthy fats help to keep the neurons more fluid,
increasing our ability to LEARN, adapt, and function properly
Recommended Fats:
• Fish
• Egg Yolk (1/day)
• Soy
• Avocados
• Olives & extra virgin olive oil
• Nuts and seeds and their butters & oils
• Vegetable oils: canola, grapeseed

Gross estimates of macronutrients:
• Carbohydrate: 40-60+% of total kcals
• Fat: 25-30% of total kcals
• Protein: 15-30% of total kcals

Foods are so much more than the macros! (Carbs, Proteins, and Fats)
• There are hundreds of micronutrients that are very important to
		 our diets.
• This is why VARIETY IS KEY. A Variety of healthy foods.
• For example, let’s say 50% of your diet is carbs, but all of those carbs
		 are coming from Quinoa. Quinoa is great! But it’s not going to have
		 many key micronutrients that say, green beans, kale, and other
		 foods will have. VARIETY!

Thank you for reading through these notes. Remember, this is just a
summary! There is quite a bit that was not detailed above including
lists of Feel Good Foods, Anti-Inflammatory Foods, as well as an

entire section relating to the timing of these meals in relation to
training.

If you’re interested in listening to the full talk, CLICK ON IMAGE TO

You can also read more about the presenter Dr. Susan Kleiner on her

PURCHASE TALK

website CLICK ON IMAGE TO GO TO SITE

ASCA COURSES
Lessons

2019 World Clinic Dr. Susan Kleiner:
Power Eating: The Science of Nutrition
Length: 49 minutes

ASCA NEWSLETTER | MARCH 2020
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2020 ASCA CLINIC LIST
AMERICAN SWIMMING COACHES ASSOCIATION

USA CLINICS
September 8 - 13

2020

ASCA World Clinic

Orlando, Florida

Janurary

2021

Pacific Swim Coaches Clinic

NAPA, California

Speedo SwimCoach Conference, Future Africa

Ingwelala, South Africa

7 - 10

INTERNATIONAL CLINICS
August

28 - 29 2020

September 12 - 13

2020

ASCA Levels 1 & 2

China

September 19 - 26

2020

ASCA Levels 3, 4, and 5

Dubai, UAE

October

9 - 12

2020

ASCA Levels 1-5 and
Open Water (WOWSA) Levels 1 & 2

Malaysia

November 7 - 8

2020

ASCA Level 3

China

For Updates and Registration Information go to:
www.swimmingcoach.org/portfolio

GET INSPIRED.
Get your ASCA World
Clinic Year Book.
Learn from the best in the business!
2019 ASCA World Clinic Year Book contains transcript of
presentations given at the ASCA 2019 World Clinic

280 pages of transcripts
from 41 presentations.

Binder
Version

$35

FEATURING:

Available in CD or
3 ring bider form.

Greg Meehan

Carol Capitani

Steve Haufler

Plus Shipping
& Handling

Don Swartz

ORDER ONLINE AT
www.swimmingcoach.org
BY PHONE AT
1 (800) 356-2722
OR WITH THIS FORM
Eddie Reese

Jack Bauerle

ORDER YOUR 2019 ASCA
WORLD CLINIC YEARBOOK
PRE-ORDER PRICE ONLY

Abbie Fish

(choose option)

Glenn Mills

Binder version

$35.00

CD version

$35.00

Binder and CD

$50.00

($50 will be added to all binder
orders to international addresses.)

Name:
Phone:

Email:

Mailing Address:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Country:

AMERICAN SWIMMING COACHES ASSOCIATION
5101 NW 21st Avenue, Suite 530, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309  •  Tel: 1-800-356-2722  •  Fax: (954) 563-9813  •  www.swimmingcoach.org

Head & Body Position
ERRORS
in Freestyle
Swimming Technique

By Dr. Genadijus Sokolovas
Global Sport Technology, Inc,
www.globsport.org

Swim Power test was developed by our engineers more than 10 years ago. This unique test allows us to analyze
the changes of swimming velocity (m/sec), force (kg), acceleration (m/sec/sec), and power (kg x m/sec) at every
phase of the stroke. After testing 12,000+ swimmers, including 70+ Olympic Champions, we learned that every
swimmer has individual swimming technique, but there are some typical errors of swimming technique. In this
article, we are going to review typical head and body position errors for freestyle swimming technique.
Head and body position are critical for developing good freestyle swimming technique. In our research, we see
several errors that can be easily fixed, especially for younger swimmers.

1. Head Position Errors
In swimming, head splits the water first. More stable and rigid head position
will minimize frontal drag and improve swimming times. Below are typical
head position errors.
High head position
High head position changes the body position forcing hips and legs below
the water surface. Obviously, lower hips and legs are dragging more water.
Water has very high density of 1000 kg/meter3, while air density is only 1.275
kg/ meter3. To reduce drag in the water, hips and legs have to be horizontal.
High head position is also related to looking forward, instead of looking
down. Swimmers bend the neck when looking forward. Since the face has a
larger area than the top of the head, a swimmer pushes more water forward
when looking forward. In addition to that, a bent neck reduces rigidity of the
neck. The less rigid object creates more drag. That is another consequence of
looking forward in freestyle. See fig. #1 of high head position below.
Unstable head position
If the head is moving during the swim, it moves more water in front of the
swimmer. The fastest swimmers in the world keep a very stable head. It creates
less drag and more stable body position. As we say at our clinics, “Fish never
moves the head, because it doesn’t have the neck!”
To swim faster, we should look at fish and other fast animals in the water
(dolphins, seals, etc). All these animals don’t have a neck. Nature designed
them correctly to swim at high speed in the water. Keeping the head stable is
important for good swimming technique.
ASCA NEWSLETTER | MARCH 2020
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fig. #1

2. Body Position
There are several typical errors in freestyle body position: low hips/legs, too
soft body position, incorrect rotation and unnecessary motions during the
swim.
Low hips/legs position
As we already mentioned above, often low hips/legs position is associated
with high head position. Legs may be lower due to weak kicking power as
well. Stronger kick lifts legs closer to the surface and improves propulsion.
An example of low hips/legs position is presented in the fig. #2
Soft body
Many swimmers tend to swim relaxed. However, relaxed body position creates
more drag. Keeping body muscles tighter will reduce drag in the water. That’s
why swimmers have to strengthen body muscles on land. It is even more
important to learn to keep these muscles strong in the water. Soft and relaxed

fig. #2

body may lead to shoulder injuries when swimmers are using arm muscles
only. Engaging the body muscles improves connection between arms and
body, which reduces stress on the shoulders.
Body rotation
Coaches emphasize that body rotation is important part of effective freestyle
swimming technique. Good rotation may help to connect arm and body muscles by increasing distance per stroke. In spite of that, we often see significant
drop of speed during the rotation. Incorrect rotation is related to use of arms
during the rotation and over-rotation. Fig. #3 shows a loss of swimming speed
during the rotation.
Our research shows that rotation has to come from center mass (hips). It has
to be tight and minimized to about 45 degrees. Sprinters tend to rotate less
due to higher swimming tempo. Over-rotation leads to loss of balance and
speed in the water.
Unnecessary body motions

fig. #3

Some swimmers have additional shoulder and body motion, which creates
drag due to high density of the water. The more stable body position, the less
drag is created. Every unnecessary body motion should be avoided.
Drills
Drills are necessary to improve swimming technique. Only talking to swimmers isn’t enough to change their swimming technique. Coaches are pointing to errors many times during practices. In spite of that, their swimmers still
swim the same stroke technique for years. Drills selected to target specific errors are more effective way to improve swimming technique. Based on our
Swim Power research in the last 10+ years, we developed many swimming
drills to improve head and body position. Depending on individual errors,
drills are carefully selected for every swimmer. We are teaching coaches and
swimmers at hundreds of clinics around the country and overseas. You can
find many Swim Power videos on our website www.globsport.org.
ASCA NEWSLETTER | MARCH 2020
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Powerfully Smooth

Since 1972 Sentry Pools has built thousands of
commercial and residential pools around the
world. Now, made with the finest craftsmanship
and attention to detail, Sentry brings you one
of the most unique swimming experiences
on the planet — the perfect flow pool. It’s
unparalleled drive system allows it to run at
slow trickle speeds and also as fast as the most
elite swimmer — all at an affordable price.

Unique design and operational features:

• Can be retrofitted into existing pools
• Perfect for swimming instruction
• Most advanced propulsion system in the world
• The ideal system for stroke analysis from beginner
to elite swimmers
• Economical and easy to install
• Variable flow speeds from a slow flow that provides
buoyancy to as fast as :40 per 100 yards
• Unparalleled engineering, materials, and construction
• Multiple models and sizes to choose from
• Customizable

www.sentrypool.com

Sentry

Vs

Competitor

24'' Walkway all around pool is standard

Construction does not allow for walkway unless
a deck is attached off of the structure

Wider current

Narrow current

Deep Current from waterline to the
bottom of the pool

Current depth 12'' from the waterline

Current flow lifts you for a more natural
swim and easy kick

Current flow forces swimmers to kick hard and
always look downward to stay on water surface

Water current is smooth at water surface
even at high speeds

Water current has three rolls at water surface and
swimmers must be between them to breath

1 5 2 9 4 6 t h Av e . M o l i n e , I l l i n o i s • 1 . 8 0 0 . 4 4 3 . 8 6 2 5 • w w w. s e n t r y p o o l . c o m

Let Your Swimmers show their

Accomplishments!
with our NEW ASCA High School Swimmer &
High School Swimmer Qualifier bag tags!

Nationally recognized,
based on the National
Age Group Motivational
Time Standards B-AAAA.
Chevron are available
by stroke and time level,
or best times.
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buy online at: www.swimmingcoach.org/shop
To place your order by phone, please call Sue Mills, Chevron Service Coordinator at 800-356-2722
or you may email your order to: smills@swimmingcoach.org

buy online at: www.swimmingcoach.org/shop

You Can’t Time the Market
Why you should avoid practicing market timing

Courtesy of:  Brian Lindsey, CRPC® Financial Advisor
Morgan Stanley – Colorado Springs, Colorado
Phone Number: (719) 475-3637

T

here are many things that could affect the overall equity market and
any individual stocks you may own—from economic trends to geopolitical events like an election. What is certain is that the market will always have its peaks and dips.
This market cycle can make it tempting for investors to attempt to buy
and sell stocks at particular times to maximize gains and avoid down
periods. This investment strategy is known as market timing, the practice of moving in and out of the market based on predicting when the
market will shift.1
Missing out on Market Moves
Although the idea of market timing can be tempting, it is also extremely difficult for most investors to predict the future of the market. In fact,
those who try to time the market may actually underperform investors
who simply buy and hold stocks.2
One reason is the tendency of the market to experience big upswings
and downswings on adjacent days during periods of market volatility.
That means an investor who sells after a substantial down day for the
market may miss a subsequent period of gains. Also, many investors let
emotions dictate their actions, leading them to buy stocks when the
market has already gained in value, only to sell when the market has declined, leading to sluggish returns. Moreover, even with sophisticated
tools to analyze the factors affecting stock prices, it is very difficult to
forecast future stock market movements.

Also, missing out on just some days in a market cycle can drag down
returns considerably. The S&P 500 generated an annualized return of
9.6% between 1990 to 2018 for investors who were invested during
that entire period. Investors who missed just the 15 best days during
that period only enjoyed returns of 3.6%, and investors who missed the
best 90 days actually suffered an annualized loss of 3.5%.3
Market Timing Can Carry Costs
Along with possibly missing out on market gains, market timing can
have other penalties. The transaction costs from buying and selling
stocks can add up and drag down overall returns. In addition, investors
who do sell stocks for a gain will likely trigger capital gains taxes, again
reducing their overall profit.1
Creating and staying with a financial strategy can help you avoid making rash moves in response to what’s happening in the market. A Financial Advisor can help you tailor a framework that’s set against your
long-term goals and considers key aspects of your financial life, from
your age and aspirations to current market opportunities. While market
conditions may vary, a personalized, adaptable wealth strategy that’s
centered around your life goals should remain a constant as you build
your wealth and plan for your future.

Footnotes
1 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/markettiming.asp
2 https://www.forbes.com/sites/simonmoore/2016/03/07/the-myth-of-market-timing/#53448611461e
3 Morgan Stanley Client Conversations & Primers, Intro to Investing PDF – Market Timing Is a Flawed and Costly Strategy Charts
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Coupled with your knowledge and experience, Paragon starting platforms
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